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Destiny Scrolls

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

The Essential Purpose of you,
your Life,
your specific destiny,
encoded on a scroll
within you.
The Scrolls of Destiny for
a family, a city, a nation,
MUST be uncovered – recovered –
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The Heart of The Matter
Living Epistle

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy Light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never
let HIM go. HE will
be better than your
best dreams, greater
than your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

A Living Epistle is
something we have
taught on and you
should get the tape
at: forHISGlory.org
The Connextion, and
digitally download upon ordering. It will
give you much spiritual meat on what is
a Living Epistle and
how to begin to walk
in these truths of
GOD. Well note this,

that you must know
you, and that can
only be known
through HIM, THE
LORD. As you
know HIM, you will
be revealed to you
in HIM since HE IS
Both your Destiny
and your Origin,
you Life and Hope,
your reason for Being and for coming
here to earth,

especially at this time.
Note well The Holy Bible
says of you: “You are a
Living Epistle, known
and read by all men, not
written with ink but with
THE SPIRIT of THE LIVING GOD, not written on
stone, but on Tablets of
human Hearts. “ 2 Cor.
3:1-2 Come and See, and
Discover you.

Destiny Scrolls
Being more defined, a
Destiny Scroll is A
Sacred Document on
a Scroll written between you and GOD
Ultimately, as to what
would be your purpose on earth. Every
aspect discussed, debated (good to lose
an argument with
GOD here, HE Always

knows Better!) This
must be Opened, read,
Lived, proclaimed
through every action
of heart and soul and
spirit, as a race to be
run and won, ever
striving for First place:
2 Timothy 4:7, 1 Corinthians 9:27. This is

your life, and your
Destiny, to be Lived

unto HIM for HIM,
through HIM, especially since HE is
Your Origin and your
Destiny, Romans 10:4.
HE is and has removed all the guesswork out of life, with
HIM there are only
answers, even The
Questions are Answers. Learn...
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Did you know
That there are different
Scrolls for different
Destinies? For example,
There are Destiny
Scrolls for every individual that has come to
earth, There is also a
Destiny Scroll for your
Family, with a specific
purpose and Plan for It
to accomplish. There are
Destiny Scrolls for lines
of Descent, as we see in

The Destiny Scroll Line of
Descent for THE MESSIAH HIMSELF, with a particular purpose and Plan for
that family Line of Descent.

There are Destiny scrolls
for cities and nations, for
ministries and church congregations, and on and on.

Rev 22:12

GOD has specific Plans
and Destinies for one and
ALL, it is past time to know
your Destiny as well.

“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Word That is necessary to Learn here is The
Hebrew Word for: heart.
It is: LEV. LEV is
Spelled: Lamed-Bet, in
one of It’s Two Forms.
One of IT’s Deeper Meanings is: The Authoritative
Teaching that Governs
The Tabernacle where
you live. This is important. For The Heart is

The Key for you, a spirit
Being. For Blessed are
The Pure in Heart, for
they shall see GOD.
Mt.5:8. Now as we Repent and come to be
cleansed by “The Living
Sacrifice” Romans 12:1,
and see our online catalog at forHISGlory.org,
connextion, for a Teaching on this subject,

Becoming clean through
our HIGH PRIEST JESUS
CHRIST, cleaning up our
lives through HIM we have
cleaner mind and body and
DNA, our hearts become
cleaner, purer, more and
more Like HIS, we then can
see GOD as HE says so,
and see our Scroll to know
our Destiny in HIM Through
HIM and for HIM. Work on
The Heart, to be HIS...

What do you say when
Someone says they don’t
know what to do with their
lives, they don’t know why
they’re here, they wished they
knew. Tell them there is a way,
and a process. The first, just
to begin to zero in on it, ask
them things that they are good
at without really trying, and
things they like to do, gravitate
to do whenever they’re free,
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and what they wish they could
do if they had more time. This
is a starting point, only, but a
good one. Then they need to
work their way through our
monthly Teachings from January 2016 through present, to
receive a thorough grounding
and process-and Protocols to
follow to directly more and
more experience the knowing
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of The Answer to their life;
people this is most important,
even critical. There is only one
life that you are supposed to
live, your own, and unless you
live that one and only that one,
everything else, will not last,
even if it is a good work but
not your work to be done, you
will receive no credit for it,
your life must be lived, to live.
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For HIS Glory

Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

JESUS CHRIST rose from
the dead on the third day
according to the Scriptures.

1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE, is
the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

Statement of Beliefs

11. We believe that study is
one of the highest forms of
worship through which we
can better experience true
worship.

6. We believe in the Jewish MESSIAH, JESUS
CHRIST, who suffered
and died for the sins of
the world.
7.

We believe that
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